Take & Make: Lucky Ladybugs

1. Cut a circle shape out of red paper. Cut the rest of the red paper into even strips.

2. Take one strip of paper and glue it onto the base. Glue on the next one at a 90° angle to the first one.

3. Continue with next two, placing them between the first two. Add more strips of paper to fill in the body of the ladybug.

4. If using black paper--Cut the dots out of black paper. Also cut a half circle shape for the head and two antenna.

5. Place eye stickers on the head & glue the antenna to the head

6. Glue on the dots and head with the stick glue.

Supplies:
Red paper
Black paper (for head, antenna & dots)
OR black dot stickers (for dots)
“Eye” stickers

Needed From Home:
Scissors
Glue

taken in part from easypeasyandfun.com

taken in part from easypeasyandfun.com